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 GIS allow us to explore and visualize what happens to 
communities when large numbers of people living 
in close proximity regularly suffer multiple, persisett
































□ Defines stress as based on actual or threatened 































































































































F I U H D C
Low Loss Neighborhoods
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High Loss Neighborhoods
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People in Place – Low Loss Neighborhoods 
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People in Place ‐ High Loss Neighborhoods
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People in Place  Low Loss Neighborhoods
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Central Manhattan Flushing
People in Place by High Loss Neighborhoods
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Applications
□ Captures a previously unrecognized and unmeasured 
components of community life and poverty
□ Can help communities and public officials to
□ Unpack poverty in the context of place
□ Understand how community experiences vary by geography & 
demographics 
□ Allows for selection of specific neighborhoods to work in but also to 
compare NYC neighborhoods with each other
□Work together to fine‐tune interventions based on community needs
□ Encourage civic engagement
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A Proviso
□ Silo mentality
□ Advantages: Feasibility
□ Risks: Lose sight of
□ Interaction among individual losses 
□ Role and impact of wider context
□ Punitive policy climate
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¿ QUESTIONS ?
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